
Invitation and Call for Participation  

Open to All Graduating SAIC Master Students, Class of 2020.  

Deadline for submission is June 12, 2020 

 

We are writing to invite you to participate in a professional online opportunity for the SAIC Class of                  

2020. We recognize that artists, designers, and scholars are working under profoundly different             

circumstances due to the global pandemic: participants are encouraged to respond to the current              

moment and share their practice and process in creative and innovative ways. While this online               

showcase does not have a strict theme, it is intended to embrace the unique, interdisciplinary ethos                

of SAIC by welcoming the contributions of any graduating masters student. The online opportunity              

will feature the contributions of you and your peers in this unprecedented time, in which the standard                 

modes of sharing and gathering around art, design, and scholarship have been disrupted. This will               

be a way to come together and affirm the resilience and ingenuity of our unique community.  

 

Gathering together as one SAIC will bring greater exposure and value to the online showcase than                

any single traditional exhibition, publication, or event would be able to do. This online opportunity will                

reach a broad audience far beyond the school and Chicago creative communities. The website will               

exist as a virtual document that celebrates and acknowledges you as citizen artists, designers, and               

scholars living and working today, and serve a unique archive of the creativity that has continued to                 

guide us during this global crisis.  

 

Many creative responses have emerged online in recent weeks, and this is your opportunity to add                

to this culture and form in a responsive manner. All creative and critical content is welcome on this                  

online platform. Now, more than ever, your creative voices matter.  

 

Faculty member Matthew Goulish recently wrote: 

“Our work has always adhered to certain guiding creative principles. One of these proposes that               

every stage as we find it, no matter how small, requires a smaller stage within it. Reduce the field in                    



order to claim it as your own, to specify and situate yourself as a figure within it, to make the resistive                     

terrain more manageable. If the setting strikes you as too small for your work, shrink it even more. In                   

this way we have considered the impossibilization of performance a necessity, a tactic of escape to                

the inside. As a practicality, the impossible reveals how even the most intractable problem arrives               

with its own set of strange, renewing possibilities.” 

 

The inspiration and challenge in Goulish’s statement is a call to action for this current moment. 

 

Each participant will have a personalized page featuring their creative and scholarly work, which can 

include text, images, and embedded digital content. Online walkthroughs, performances, readings, 

screenings and iterative projects can develop within the site to provide opportunities for imaginative 

conversations. Programming is being developed that will bring visibility to participants and create 

discourse and connections around the work. Connections will be made through invited curators and 

SAIC alumni, panel discussions with professionals from a range of creative fields, institutions, and 

organizations.  

 

The site launch is planned for mid-to-late summer. Details about the launch and all related 

programming are forthcoming. 

 

Deadline to submit June 12, 2020.   

The submission process will be shared in the next few weeks (after graduation). In the meantime, 

please use this link to access information about accepted files and formats:  

https://www.saic.edu/sullivan-galleries/opportunity-saic-master-students 

 

SAIC Exhibitions Department staff members Staci Boris, Associate Director of Exhibitions 

(sboris@saic.edu) and Lauren Steinberg, Assistant Director of Exhibitions (lstein3@saic.edu), will 

facilitate the submissions process and your participation in this online opportunity.  They will be 

available for zoom office hours on Tuesdays 8-9pm CST and Thursdays at 12-1pm CST.  Please 

contact Staci Boris and / or Lauren Steinberg with any questions.  

mailto:lstein3@saic.edu
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85317104497?pwd=VFJUajBBcmtJQUczWC9iTi9pTitwZz09

